1. Place the panel down on a smooth, clean, dry surface. Align the holes in the box over the holes in the panel. Attach the box with four (4) rdh mscr .25-20 x 1 1/2” bo screws (Figure A).

   **Figure A**

   [.25-20 X 1 1/2” RHD MSCR BO]

   [Flush]

2. Attach to the feet Two (2) php fbscr #8 x 3” bk screws (Figure D). Depending on order attach, four (4) Hard or Soft glides (Figure B).

   **Figure B**

   [One (1) #8 x 3” php fbscr]

   [Hard or Soft glides per Order]

   [One (1) #8 x 3” php fbscr]

   [Leg Color Per order.]

Recommended Tools
- Tape Measure or Ruler
- Phillips Head Screwdriver

Package Contents
- #8 x 3” PHP FBSCR BK 2
- RDH MSCR .25-20 x 1 1/2 BO 4
- ADJBL GLD 1 1/2 STL BK PER ORDER
- ADJBL GLD 1 1/2 STL NKL PER ORDER

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service.